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The team created, planned, and facilitated four technology workshops with the intended audience 

of community-based organization (CBO) staff. The purpose was to teach interested CBO staff 

about the technology available to them in a comfortable, participatory learning environment. The 

goal was for the CBO staff to walk away more knowledgeable about basic technology, and bring 

those insights back to their respective organizations, which are often short of the resources 

necessary to have a robust IT system. Staff are often stretched to capacity and must take personal 

time to learn new technology without outside assistance. The workshops taught were: 1) The 

Google Tool Belt: Best Kept Internet Secrets, Part I; 2) Free Internet Tools: Best Kept Internet 

Secrets, Part II; 3) Decoding Jargon: The Secrets to Buying Hardware and Software; and 4) 

Joomla: Introduction to Website Management and Design. The workshops were conducted on 

3/7, 3/14, 3/28, and 4/4/2012, respectively, and were hosted at a computer lab inside the 

Picknelly Center for Adult Education in Holyoke, MA. All workshops were free and 

refreshments for attendees were served. The workshop topics were chosen based on the results of 

the Community Technology Survey conducted by the Capstone class during the Fall 2011 

semester and with input of a community-based Advisory Board for the team. The team’s hope is 

that in this way, the workshops catered to areas of highest technology needs. Attendees were also 

given summary handouts that cover the workshops’ key points. Lesson plans for future 

workshops were also created. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The IT Community Service Capstone is a community-based year-long interdisciplinary 

culminating experience for seniors at the University of Massachusetts Amherst.  The course 

partners teams of students within the course with schools and nonprofits in Holyoke, MA to 

assess IT needs, then plan, develop, and implement projects to meet said identified needs. The 

class gives students a living classroom in which to bridge experiences of self-reflective and self-

directed learning with knowledge of Community Service Learning pedagogy and social justice 

issues. The outcome: students increase their IT skill sets and become more critically engaged 

citizens.  They move away from seeing political, cultural, and social issues as a conflict between 

opposing sides, and as a result, learn to examine underlying assumptions about these community 

issues. Secondarily, the course provides students a challenging “real world” experience working 

in a fluid, deadline-driven team environment with many stakeholders to deliver a project that has 

material effects for community constituents. For those in the community, the course provides a 

structured avenue to receive assistance to improve their IT capabilities. Examples of projects 

from past years include custom databases, websites, video packages, PR materials, and CMS 

applications.  

Each year, the class’s professor, Carol Soules, determines which organizations will be 

working with groups from the class. This year, three groups are working with the Peck Full-

Service Community School. The fourth group that includes this author, the Community 

Technology Team, was assigned to examine the broader landscape of technology ability in 

Holyoke, and in turn, come up with a project that improves the technology capacity of the 

community as a whole. This project is based on several sources of information: the 

understanding of Holyoke and its assets, the group’s collective IT capability, the Survey of 
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Technology Needs results, and an Advisory Board consisting of Community Based Organization 

(CBO) leaders. The Community Technology Team chose to conduct basic technology workshops 

aimed at CBO staff, the topics catering to areas highlighted as those of greatest need. The 

Community Technology team has taken steps to ensure the sustainability so that the Holyoke 

community can derive lasting value and future teams can build upon our work. 
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II.  UNDERSTANDING HOLYOKE AND ITS ASSETS 

 Holyoke, Massachusetts has a complex history, one of ups and downs. In order to work 

effectively with a community, one must first understand its present conditions, as well as the 

historical forces and people that shaped its fortunes. Once this is accomplished, it becomes 

possible to map Holyoke’s assets, with the idea of leveraging them to create a positive, 

sustainable impact. This process also enables students, as service-learners, to reflect on how they 

fit in with Holyoke, its organizations, and its people. 

HOLYOKE THROUGH THE YEARS 

Originally settled by an Algonquin tribe, the city of Holyoke, Massachusetts, was named after 

Captain Elizur Holyoke, who was the first European to explore the land in 1633. It was formally 

settled in 1745 with the name “Ireland Parish,”, and then incorporated in 1850 as “Holyoke.” 

Holyoke was a desirable location because of its proximity to the Connecticut River and rich 

alluvial soil that nourished agriculture in the region (“Holyoke’s History”). As the Industrial 

Revolution swept across America, the Connecticut River provided a foundation for economic 

progress. Boston industrialists observed that it was possible to build dams because of a fifty-

seven foot drop in the river’s water level. As a result of its proximity to water power, Holyoke 

became America’s first planned industrial community. In 1847, a plan was created to build a 

dam and an elaborate canal system to provide the necessary energy to manufacture cotton, wood, 

iron, wool, and other materials (“The City of Holyoke, 1898”). In 1848, construction of the first 

dam was completed at South Hadley Falls, introducing to the world the “greatest water power 

then known to history” (“The City of Holyoke, 1898”). 

Holyoke’s Rise.  Holyoke’s industrial might was based on its textile mills, and then later its paper 

production, after sources of cotton were cut off during the Civil War. Some of the largest cotton 
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mills in the region were based in Holyoke.  But soon paper mills proliferated, numbering 

approximately twenty-five by the turn of the twentieth century, earning Holyoke the nickname 

“The Paper City” (“The City of Holyoke, 1898”). The success of paper production spurred the 

mills of Holyoke to manufacture a variety of other goods: thread, machinery, steam pumps, 

blank books, silk goods, alpacas, blankets, bits and braces, wire, screws, hydrants, boilers, trolley 

tracks, bicycles, rubber packing, washers and valves, wire cloth, belting, etc. (“The City of 

Holyoke, 1898”). More canals were dug in the lower part of the city to power more mills. 

Industrial success enabled the community to thrive. An excerpt from an 1898 edition of New 

England Magazine can testify to this: 

Visitors will find churches large and well filled, libraries well patronized, the 

daily newspapers, hospitals where kindness and skill administer cure or comfort 

to the sick, charity with its wise but tender hands not waiting for but seeking out 

the needy unfortunate, culture clubs of every ancient name and modern nature, 

associations to welcome young men and women and supplement their earlier 

scanty means of culture and afford them entertainment and assistance in finding 

their right place and pleasure in a strange, new city. (“The City of Holyoke, 

1898”) 

Holyoke quickly became a great place to live because of the plentiful factory jobs and the 

enriching quality of life. The city’s population boomed as a result: the 1860 census counted 

4,997 residents (U.S. Census Bureau); by 1920, there were over 60,000 (U.S. Census Bureau). 

Holyoke, like other American industrial cities, provided employment opportunities for 

thousands of immigrants. Ethnic groups who came between the 1850s and 1950s included the 

Irish, French Canadians, Poles, Portuguese, Germans, and Italians. The Irish Potato Famine 
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caused many Irish laborers to immigrate to Holyoke from Ireland in the 1840s. As the first and 

largest wave of immigrants, they occupied jobs working on the canal and dam system, and lived 

in housing near the mills (Holyoke Bound). The city has maintained a strong Irish heritage to this 

day, a fact never more obvious than on St. Patrick’s Day. The current parade organizer, 

Raymond Feyre, stated that more than 400,000 people came to the parade in 2011 (Roman). As 

they worked their way to relative prosperity, the Irish started to establish labor unions and 

demand higher wages. In response to this, mill owners recruited other European immigrants who 

would work for less and would not unionize. They turned to the French Canadians, Poles, 

Portuguese, Germans, and Italians, who came to Holyoke at various points during the end of the 

nineteenth century and early twentieth century. Specifically, the French Canadians arrived in the 

1870s and 1880s; the Poles started coming after the Civil War and the January Uprising both 

ended in the 1860s; the Portuguese, drawn by the work in the textile mills, immigrated in the 

early 1900s (Holyoke Bound). 

Holyoke’s Decline.  Holyoke’s prominence as an industrial power peaked around 1920. 

However, at that point, a variety of issues contributing to the city’s eventual decline began to 

bubble to the surface. It must be noted that the paper industry survived the Great Depression; 

there were still twenty-four paper mills operating in 1936 (Jacobson-Hardy and Weir). But since 

mills could be powered by sources of energy other than water, companies moved from Holyoke 

to the South and West, where there was cheaper labor and more access to wooded areas. The 

companies that did stay hired cheaper labor, putting existing mill workers out of jobs and causing 

unemployment to rise (Holyoke Bound). De-localization of mill ownership reduced managerial 

and stockholder concern for the community impact of their decisions. This decline in local 

ownership, combined with mergers and acquisitions, consolidation, and capital flight, led to a 
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weakened paper industry (Jacobson-Hardy and Weir). Capital and industry seemed to leave 

Holyoke with the same swiftness with which it arrived.  The decline sharpened in the 1980s: in 

1981, there were still thirty-two firms operating in the city. In 1986, there were twenty-one paper 

companies—by 1990, that figure dropped to fourteen (Jacobson-Hardy and Weir).  The glut of 

immigrants without work led to housing shortages. The city’s population began to contract as 

opportunities for social and economic advancement started disappearing.  By the 1990s, urban 

Holyoke was a shell of its former prideful self. 

Puerto Ricans started immigrating to Holyoke during the mid-1960s in the midst of the 

city’s economic decline, only because of recession in their own homeland. They came to the 

Connecticut Valley with the intention of planting, tending, and harvesting tobacco. Puerto Ricans 

moved into “The Flats” area near the mills, which was (and still is) the most economically 

depressed part of the city. The availability of farm jobs decreased at the same time factory jobs 

left. However, Puerto Ricans retained their knowledge and affinity for farming, as many Puerto 

Rican-born residents of Holyoke grew up in rural parts of the island. Their farming experiences 

provided the intellectual capital to develop urban agriculture in their new communities. Urban 

agriculture, which grew out of the community garden movement and World War II victory 

gardens, provided a productive community activity, as “gardens cleaned up blighted lots, curbed 

vandalism, and gave people who had never had one a say in how their neighborhoods were run” 

(Kummer). The gardens have given people a way to purchase fresh vegetables in South 

Holyoke—an important development—since the area is considered a “food desert,” meaning that 

locals cannot regularly easily access fresh produce within a two mile walking distance 

(Kummer). The popularity of urban gardens in Holyoke contributed to the founding of Nuestras 

Raíces in 1992, which aimed to maintain existing gardens, build cultural pride, and empower 
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low-income Latinos to address environmental, economic development, substance abuse, and 

food security issues (“About Nuestras Raíces”). Despite being in one of the toughest 

neighborhoods in the state, just a mile from downtown Holyoke, the Nuestras Raíces farms 

became a gathering place for Puerto Rican families, where grandfathers who grew up in Puerto 

Rico could teach their grandchildren about the intricacies of agriculture.  

Education.  The conditions of the public schools deteriorated just as Puerto Ricans began 

arriving en masse. A 1991 study titled “I Was an Outsider: Dropping Out among Puerto Rican 

Youths in Holyoke, Massachusetts” documents factors that lead to the high dropout rate among 

Hispanics and its effect on Latino communities. This study paints a historically representative 

picture of the challenges the schools have been dealing with recently. Despite being two decades 

old, this intensive study provides background for the issues that many youngsters in Holyoke 

face today. During the 1989-90 academic year, 62% of the city’s total school enrollment 

consisted of Hispanic students, most of whom were Puerto Rican (18). As an aside, this 

percentage has grown since 1991, as Hispanics now make up 77% of  enrollment as of the 2010-

11 school year (“Directory Profiles: Holyoke”). Of high school drop-outs during the same 

academic year, 68% were Puerto Rican (18). The study found that Hispanic drop outs tended to 

live in single-parent homes, in which the parent had a higher likelihood of being unemployed or 

on welfare (20-21). Many students dropped out in order to work and support their families. In 

fact, many still do: the high school graduation rate for the school district is 53% as of 2009-10 

(“Directory Profiles: Holyoke”). The shortage of economic resources at home made it much 

more difficult for Hispanic students to succeed in school. These students tended to speak Spanish 

as their dominant language, which made it more difficult to assimilate into classes that were 

conducted in English, especially when those students were not enrolled in the Transitional 
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Bilingual Education Program (22). Students who were interviewed for the study said that the 

school system left them feeling alienated. For example, the school system only offered one class 

on Puerto Rican history, which was only available through the Bilingual Program (28). This 

occurred despite Puerto Ricans constituting a majority of the enrollment. The curriculum did not 

engage students as much as it could have. As educational opportunities beyond high school were 

limited for Hispanic and Puerto Rican students, the incentive for them to stay in school was 

lower when they could work instead. The study offered several suggestions regarding school 

policy, including: strengthening bilingual programs, reforming the curriculum, developing work-

study programs, reforming disciplinary policies, and developing a more welcoming school 

climate (38-42). 

In recent years, Holyoke’s public school system continues to have a tough time producing 

high-performing students. The indicators for the district lag significantly behind Massachusetts 

state averages, including a graduation rate that is 30% lower—52.5% to 82.1%—and an out-of-

school suspension rate that is over five times higher than the state average — 32.8 days to 6.0 

days (“Directory Profiles: Holyoke”). As mentioned before, the racial makeup of students within 

the Holyoke school district is over three-quarters Hispanic. Accordingly, half of the district’s 

students do not speak English as their first language. About 80% are considered low-income and 

are therefore eligible for free and reduced lunch—compared with about 34% across the state 

(“Directory Profiles: Holyoke”). The average SAT scores for reading, writing, and math during 

the 2008-09 school year were 473, 455, and 484 respectively (“Directory Profiles: Holyoke”). 

The future of the city rests with the successes of its young people, so it is a top priority for 

community players to invest their energy in improving Holyoke public schools. Recent 

investments have begun the turnaround of the schools. For example, in September 2008 the Peck 
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Middle School was converted into the Peck Full Service Community School, whose mission is to 

“cultivate thoughtful and strategic partnerships in order to support the academic and non-

academic aspirations and needs of the students and families it serves” (Peck School, 

Massachusetts). The Peck School has done a fantastic job of bringing together faculty, parents, 

the school department community agencies, and the Five Colleges to complement teaching with 

support services, such as Case Managers and a Family Assistance Team, which make it possible 

to foster more wholesome learning environments for children. 

RECENT STEPS FORWARD 

Thankfully, the negative trends of the twentieth century do not seem to be permanent. In the past 

ten years, the residents of Holyoke, with the support of governmental agencies and policymakers 

have taken steps to revitalize the city, reversing decades of urban decay. There has been a recent 

push to create jobs in the technology sector, moving away from job creation in the more 

established service sector, in which the Holyoke Mall and Holyoke Medical Center are the city’s 

largest employers (“Western Mass Cities”). In June of 2009, Massachusetts  Governor Deval 

Patrick, along with the presidents of the University of Massachusetts, the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology, Boston University, as well as representatives from Cisco and Accenture, signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding, which announced the desire to locate a Massachusetts Green 

High Performance Computing Center in Holyoke (“Innovate Holyoke: About the Project”).  

Holyoke’s proximity to high-speed data lines running along Interstate 90 and Interstate 91, as 

well as reasonably priced available hydroelectric power from the Connecticut River, make it a 

strategic location for the Computing Center. Governor Patrick said that the “potential for 

breakthrough technologies and research is enormous, and both the center and collaboration will 

undoubtedly serve to lift up the City of Holyoke and regional economies throughout Western 
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Massachusetts (“Holyoke Targeted for Green Data Center”). The Computing Center will be part 

of the new Innovation District of the city, which intends to draw high-quality jobs and showcase 

green facilities ("Innovate Holyoke: About the Project”). The task force that guides the 

development of the District has the stated mission to “represent the economic development 

interests of the City of Holyoke and the Pioneer Valley through active dialogue and participation 

during the development of a vision, design, and development plan for the innovation district to 

be anchored by a world-class, state-of-the-art High Performance Computing Center” ("Innovate 

Holyoke: About the Project”). It is hoped that this inflow of development will help Holyoke 

transition into the twenty-first century knowledge economy and help it regain some of the 

economic prowess it held at the turn of the twentieth century.  As of this writing, construction of 

the Computing Center has already begun. 

The revitalization encompasses social and cultural aspects of the city in addition to the 

economic. Many of the efforts involve organizations taking existing structures and renovating 

them. The Victory Theatre, abandoned since 1979, was purchased in 2009 by the Massachusetts 

International Festival of the Arts with the intent of returning it to its role as a major live theatre 

for the surrounding community (“Victory Theatre”). The brand new Holyoke Transportation 

Center will provide bus service for citizens and Amtrak service will soon be restored to the city, 

providing a direct connection to New York City and beyond. In addition, the new transportation 

center houses daycare, preschool programs, and adult education classes. Taking what used to be 

the former headquarters of the Holyoke Fire Department, a consortium of government agencies, 

the transit authority, Peter Pan Bus Lines, Head Start programs, and Holyoke Community 

College have collaborated to establish this $9 million multi-purpose facility (Plaisance). 

Mountain Park, formerly an amusement park that closed in 1987, is now an amphitheater and 
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entertainment complex (“Mountain Park”). The Holyoke Canalwalk Project aims to improve the 

canal area, including the construction of a 9,000 foot long pedestrian walkway. The Canalwalk’s 

design will include a wide promenade, with decorative artwork and landscaping to encourage 

people to explore the canal area and observe the unique architecture of the mill buildings 

(“Holyoke Canalwalk Project Overview”). These investments in the community spearhead an 

effort to bring people back to downtown Holyoke, after years of people trying to leave.  

The city government owns a key responsibility in facilitating and supporting Holyoke’s 

rehabilitation. The team consists of a city council and popularly elected mayor. Like other urban, 

high-risk areas, a hot-button issue is whether the representative government properly represents 

the people’s concerns. . The city council consists of fifteen members; seven represent the 

residential wards of the city, while the other eight are elected at-large ("City Council of Holyoke 

Massachusetts”). The eight at-large councilors predominantly are voted in by residents who do 

not live in the Flats area (Candelario). Although the South Holyoke wards that are predominantly 

Hispanic are able to elect councilors that represent their interests, they are still underrepresented 

within the city council. A smaller proportion of residents in South Holyoke and the Flats are 

eligible to vote, since the median age of those wards is much lower than the rest of the city and 

many voting-age people are not registered to vote. Since the city council has the power to 

approve laws, assess taxes, review budgets, and confirm mayoral appointments ("City Council of 

Holyoke Massachusetts”), the deck can be stacked against the heavily Hispanic South 

Holyoke/Flats community, who often will have only four or five councilors out of fifteen who 

represent their interests, despite constituting nearly half of the city’s overall population 

(Candelario). 
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Regarding the mayor’s office, Holyoke held its mayoral election on November 8, 2011. It 

represented a symbolic crossroads for the city to decide between experience or exuberance. Alex 

Morse, a graduate of Peck Middle School, Holyoke High School, and Brown University, beat 

incumbent mayor Elaine Pluta. Despite his age, 22, Morse inspired a large number of the voters 

have the confidence to trust him and support him with their ballot. During his campaign, he went 

door-to-door, focusing on precincts in the Flats, with the intent of building relationships with 

people to show them concern for their plight. He speaks fluent Spanish, and was not afraid to 

leverage this to earn votes (“The Bill Newman Show 9.14”). Morse garnered national attention in 

the weeks after his election triumph. He was featured on the CBS Evening News (Mitchell and 

Hirschkorn), and even visited the White House for dinner President Obama and the First Lady 

(Plaisance). Morse was sworn into office on January 3, 2012 and is poised to continue to support 

sustainable economic growth, while engaging the citizenry in the process. 

Holyoke has gone through the extremes boom and bust since it was first settled in 1745, 

building a rich history in the process. The city’s future looks brighter now that sustainable 

advancements have been undertaken by key leaders. Despite the current challenges the city 

faces, the strength of its community bonds can help galvanize further development, on economic, 

social, cultural, and human levels. The 2011-2012 academic year is an exciting time to contribute 

to Holyoke. 
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III. ASSET MAPS 

Asset Maps help to visualize a community’s resources to promote “connections or 

relationships between individuals, between individuals and organizations, and between 

organizations and organizations” (Melcher et al. 2). Rather than focusing on a community’s 

deficits, which has the danger of producing fragmented solutions and disempowering local 

residents, asset mapping emphasizes “individual capacities and abilities, and organizational 

resources with the potential for promoting personal and community development” (Melcher et al. 

1-2). The following three maps, each followed by an explanation, illustrate assets that Holyoke 

in particular possesses: educational resources, its shared Spanish language, and network of 

Community Based Organizations. It became critical for the Community Technology Team to 

understand Holyoke’s assets in order to effectively deliver its project. 
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HOLYOKE: EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

 

 

 

Map courtesy of: Office 

of Geographic 

Information (MassGIS), 

Commonwealth of 
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Information Technology 

Division 
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This map highlights Holyoke’s centers of education: schools, colleges, and libraries. Even 

though the schools are statistically underperforming when compared to state averages, they are 

still one of the starting points for improving the socioeconomic situation of the South Holyoke 

Community. The Peck School, for example, has done a great job integrating community 

resources with academic and extracurricular programs. It has aimed to increase parental 

engagement as well (Peck School, Massachusetts). Other CBOs that support youth engagement 

include: El Arco Iris, the Holyoke Youth Task Force, the Boys & Girls Club of Greater Holyoke, 

and Girls Inc. With regards to continued education, Holyoke Community College (the red 

graduation cap) plays a crucial role in helping young people make the leap to a four-year 

university and developing new skills to increase employability. The Holyoke Public Library (the 

blue library icon near downtown) provides citizens “with the tools and opportunities to improve 

themselves and their quality of life while promoting literacy, the enjoyment of reading and life-

long learning through the provision of equal access to library materials, services, facilities, 

technology, up-to-date resources and programs to meet the educational, informational, social, 

cultural, and recreational needs for residents of all ages and abilities in the City of Holyoke and 

surrounding areas” (“About Holyoke Public Library”). The Library is currently undergoing an 

extensive renovation and expansion to make it more accessible to twenty-first century needs. 

Outside of the maps, but just a few miles away from Holyoke are the Five Colleges (UMass, 

Amherst College, Mt. Holyoke College, Smith College, and Hampshire College), which serve as 

additional educational resources. 
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HOLYOKE: CONCENTRATION OF SPANISH SPEAKERS 

 

 

 

 

Map courtesy of: 

Office of Geographic Information 

(MassGIS), Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts, Information 

Technology Division 
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This map highlights the number of Spanish speaking households in various neighborhoods. For a 

city of under 40,000 people to have such a high percentage of Spanish speakers raises 

challenges. Residents may have a difficult time taking advantage of employment opportunities 

that require English reading and writing proficiency. Students have a harder time succeeding in 

schools that use curricula catering to English speakers. But on the other hand, for Holyoke to 

have such a high concentration of Spanish speakers generates advantages. The language and its 

associated culture help to unite people. This is especially important for Puerto Rican immigrants, 

as the common language helps them assimilate into the community much faster than they would 

otherwise. Language represents a common cultural identity, which boosts ethnic pride, an 

especially important aspect of upholding morale in economically depressed neighborhoods. The 

creation of Nuestras Raíces, for instance, was based around a common cultural identity. Most 

members grew up on rural Puerto Rican farms, so Spanish is one of the first things they have in 

common when they meet in Holyoke ("About Nuestras Raices"). This provides comfort for 

Latino newcomers to share in something where others speak in their native tongue in an English-

dominant country. 
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HOLYOKE: AGENCIES, COALITIONS, ORGANIZATIONS 

*Compiled using database from Holyokeunites.com. 
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The two prior asset maps are based on the assets of individual people and formal institutions. 

This asset map shows the various Community Based Organizations (CBOs) that the residents 

and city of Holyoke have at their disposal. These CBOs present avenues for people to take 

initiative to help their own community. By compiling an inventory of CBOs, it becomes possible 

to actively search for links between organizations of all sizes with missions that complement 

each other. It also opens up opportunities to build connections with outside organizations, like 

our Capstone class. This graphic captures the major CBOs that have a wide reach. There are 

countless other, smaller CBOs that cater to more specific issues, such as the Woman’s Center / 

Compañeras and the Holyoke Council on Aging, captured in the “Other CBOs” bubble. Some 

organizations may have a greater presence and access to more resources than smaller, 

independent CBOs. For example, the Boys & Girls Club of Greater Holyoke, which is part of a 

nation-wide network of Boys & Girls clubs, falls into the former category.  While each CBO has 

its own discrete circle in this asset map, their circles are all relatively the same size and overlap 

with one another. This symbolizes how no organization is more important than another. Their 

service offerings often overlap as do the interests of service-learners and other parties interested 

in collaboration. The CBOs in the map are positioned around the largest circle, Holyoke, which 

shows how they’re all in it together for the common purpose of advancing the city and its 

residents. Over the years, CBOs have provided students in the IT Community Service Capstone 

with many project opportunities. 
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IV. COMMUNITY SURVEY OF TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 

Findings from the three organizations this author visited during the administration of the 

Survey of Technology Needs are included in this paper. The reason: this section provides 

excellent examples of the types of conversations the class was having with CBOs. When the 

students in this course spoke directly to the CBOs, it provided them a much greater contextual 

knowledge about the people they will be working with later during the course’s project phase. 

SURVEY BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT 

The Survey of Technology Needs was designed to see what technology is accessible and used to 

achieve the goals of a given group or organization. The compiled survey results helped the class 

gain a better sense of the technology capabilities and needs of both individual community 

organizations and the collective Holyoke community. The sixteen students in the class were 

paired up by availability during the week, and then were assigned four organizations to set up 

appointments and meet with at their convenience. This author’s pair visited the Holyoke 

Community Land Trust, Providence Ministries, and Aaron Vega on behalf of C.R.U.S.H. Initial 

contact was made by Professor Soules and Sarah Wentworth, the AmeriCorps VISTA volunteer 

working with our class. The Survey was designed originally by Professor Soules and Ms. 

Wentworth, and then was reviewed by the class during an October session. Data was collected 

through a Google Form, which fed to a Google Spreadsheet. 

The intentions were to use the survey questions to guide a conversation with each 

community organization contact person talked to. The process was more interactive than having 

contacts write out answers to questions. The information they related was rearranged to 

categorically fit the survey questions. Pairs strategized for a few minutes prior to each meeting, 

solidifying how to introduce the technology survey’s purpose and who it was meant to benefit. 
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One of student drove the conversation while the other took notes, which allowed for the 

maximization of information capture. The collected data was used by the class’ Community 

Technology Team to create service projects that will benefit Holyoke at large. A secondary use 

of the data will be for later iterations of this Capstone, who may be able to use the data to get a 

rough, albeit slightly outdated, idea of the community’s technology capabilities. 

*See Section IX, Artifact A for the Survey of Technology Needs questions in full. 

SUMMARY OF SAMPLE DATA COLLECTED 

Holyoke Community Land Trust (HCLT). The HCLT is a community-based organization 

dedicated to providing affordable high quality homes to low- and moderate-income families in 

Holyoke, Massachusetts. The HCLT’s technology capability is basic, due to its seven year 

dormancy from 2003 to 2010. Forced to start from scratch, they made use of “the cloud” to store 

data safely and inexpensively without having to worry about the physical security of the main 

storage device. They also save files on flash drives to ferry data from computer to computer 

within the office. Manuel Burnias, the contact with whom this author spoke, recently purchased a 

backup external hard drive, which will be used to store data in-house. Burnias said that it would 

be great to have the computers in his office linked through a network drive to avoid long email 

correspondences that bounce documents back and forth as well as avoid the need to save 

common documents on flash drives, external hard drives, or the cloud. 

With limited resources, Burnias has found low-cost, web-based solutions since he started 

working with the HCLT in March 2011. These include the use of: 

 Google Docs, Google Calendar, and Gmail – Employees and volunteers can carry out 

basic operations without expensive software (i.e.  a Microsoft Office package) 
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 magicJack – Service that allows people to call a special phone number and leave a 

voicemail, which gets forwarded in the form of a .wav file. 

 yousendit.com – Service that enables customers to send large .pdf files in compressed 

folders. The service makes it easier to send long state and federal forms to donors and 

prospective home buyers. 

 Nextiva vFAX – Service that substitutes for a fax machine; Staff can scan images and 

send them in facsimile form so that the party on the receiving end gets the image in paper 

form or as an email attachment. 

Collectively, these inexpensive services enable the HCLT to execute its core functions. For what 

they do right now, additional technology would give them an administrative and collaborative 

advantage, but not as much of an operational advantage. Their clientele, people living in land 

trust homes and prospective land trust home buyers, do not really use technology in their 

everyday lives, as it’s an added cost they cannot afford. 

Ideally, the HCLT wants a database to keep track of donors and improve marketing to 

these donors. Right now, lists of donors and Land Trust members are stored in Microsoft and 

Open Office Excel documents.  A mature database would help HCLT staff fill out grant 

compliance forms more easily. Burnias mentioned that many new orgs don’t want to go for 

grants because of high compliance standards, as it’s difficult to compile all the info necessary for 

reporting requirements. It would be great if it could provide forms in an organized manner, 

especially those dealing with foreclosure prevention and loan modifications. The clientele who 

need to deal with these issues should have a central place to retrieve the necessary paperwork 

and have instructions about what to do. 
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The HCLT maintains a basic platform of outreach through its website and Facebook 

page. Its website, www.holyokeclt.org, was created through Weebly, a free widget-based web 

site creator. The site is mostly informational, providing a history of the organization, an FAQ 

page, and contact information. Burnias admitted they need assistance cleaning both the webpage 

and Facebook page up to make them user friendly. The ideal website would be a marketing tool 

for donors, members, and collaborating organizations to create a “professional presence.” 

Specifically, it should be able to promote homes and offer important forms that people could 

download, fill out, and then submit back to the HCLT. A revamped website also would provide a 

fundraising portal to raise additional funds, complimenting the grants they receive. The HCLT 

currently takes advantage of non-tech marketing avenues including Holyoke Housing Authority, 

First Time Home Buyer classes, and local employers. 

Providence Ministries. Providence Ministries, an organization based in Holyoke, runs many 

programs focusing on assisting the local homeless and low-income families. The scope of the 

programs ranges from a community kitchen to transitional housing to low-priced retail stores. 

Karen Blanchard oversees the office of Providence Ministries of Holyoke. Blanchard, along with 

her fundraising coordinator—and unofficial technology specialist—cite technology as the main 

driving force behind the smooth running of the many programs of Providence Ministries. The 

office is connected on a small wireless network which was set up for free by Blanchard’s 

brother, an IT specialist. While the system is minimal, it fits the organization’s needs. The 

technology in the office is generally used for data compilation and online outreach. 

Data collection is especially important in an organization that relies on donations from 

volunteers and grants to continue running. Grant writing has become much easier with the rise of 

technology, as programs like Excel allow Blanchard to easily compile information about their 
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constituents and donors, as well as create budget spreadsheets easily. These grant applications 

can then be submitted online in some cases, making the process much easier than it was just a 

few years ago. Data is also organized through a program called “Fund Master Light.” This 

program compiles data about members, including their addresses and donor histories, making 

sending out newsletters and tracking donations very easy. The program is fifteen to seventeen 

years old, and though it still works fine for now, will have to be replaced in the near future. 

Providence Ministries also uses technology for outreach and information purposes. The 

website, originally created by Isenberg School of Management students from the University of 

Massachusetts Amherst, uses Dreamweaver to allow posting of information about the 

organization. The organization also heavily uses Facebook and a Wordpress blog to publicize 

events, organize donation drives, post interesting articles pertaining to the organization, collect 

donations, and reach out to other service organizations around Holyoke, such as the Rotary Club. 

Outreach to the (mostly older) donors is still mainly done via paper newsletters and mail, but the 

organization also has a dedicated Hotmail email address for inquires and to send an e-newsletter 

to those who request it. Providence Ministries has been trying to increase their web presence 

with the hope of attracting younger volunteers and donors. The main concern with advancing 

more into the technological age lies mostly with cost and time, as there is no staff member 

dedicated to technology. Overall, the level of technology currently in use is acceptable for the 

purposes that the organization has, however the staff is constantly on the lookout for more 

advanced forms of what is being used currently.  

C.R.U.S.H. Citizens for the Revitalization and Urban Success of Holyoke (C.R.U.S.H.) is a 

website that acts as a hub to connect citizens of Holyoke to social and community service events 

in the Greater Holyoke area. Aaron Vega is the main contact person for the organization and is 
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one of the original founders. C.R.U.S.H. uses only a few main forms of technology in their work, 

although it is a web-based organization. The main website is a “Ning” site, a build-it-yourself 

service that allows customization based upon organizational needs. The website incorporates 

elements of blogs, surveys, information in calendar form, and Facebook and YouTube links. It is 

entirely user driven, as it is free to join and post and all the information is updated by members, 

rather than a paid staff member. Ideally, a more technologically advanced website could be 

created, but there is no funding to hire a staff member, so all maintenance of the site must be 

done by tech-savvy volunteers. Every few weeks, C.R.U.S.H. will send an email to all its 

members, whose email addresses are compiled by the Ning site, to inform them about ten 

upcoming events occurring around the Holyoke area. This is one of the only emails that will be 

sent to the members to avoid “spamming” them with too many emails. C.R.U.S.H. also has a 

strong Facebook presence, which may surpass its original website in terms of membership 

participation and publicizing of events. These three forms of technology are essentially the only 

forms that C.R.U.S.H. is currently using to connect with the public. In addition to improving the 

website, Vega hopes in the future to use the Ning site to compile data about what events and 

groups are most popular on C.R.U.S.H. and use the data and archives to supplement the 

organizations that rely on C.R.U.S.H. for publicity. 

The Carlos Vega Fund is also overseen by Aaron Vega and is currently using C.R.U.S.H. 

and Facebook as the main platforms for its publicity. Aside from this, its online presence is 

minimal. It also appears on the Community Foundation of Massachusetts’s website, however as 

it is a donor designated fund, it does have any real website through that organization. The 

organization hopes to create an independent website in the future that would include a history of 

Holyoke and Carlos Vega, a way to connect the Five College system with more organizations in 
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Holyoke, “success stories” of how donations are being used, publicizing of events, and a way to 

donate directly to the fund. At the moment, the Fund has raised about $20,000 to give out for 

grants, but has not raised any money to build a website of this caliber. As with C.R.U.S.H., there 

is no staff running any of the current online platforms, due to lack of funding. Since the Carlos 

Vega Fund is still very new, the technology that is currently being used is serving the 

organization well, but there are many hopes for expansion in the future. 

ANALYSIS & SUGGESTIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT 

The information presented by the three organizations suggests that while technology certainly 

plays a role for each, there is a definite shortage of new technology being used. Each is using as 

many free or low-cost programs as possible, but finds that it is difficult to maintain an 

organization’s technology using only these free programs. All agree that there is significant room 

for improvement in the technology that is being used but also expressed that in light of their 

current objectives, the technology is “good enough.” Facebook is a platform that appears to be 

very useful for each of the organizations to publicize events and get volunteers involved in 

projects. Each contact explained that technology has made day-to-day life simpler, especially as 

they get access to more advanced technology, but that there is still a gap between what is being 

done and what could be done.  

The main issue that plagued all the organizations was the lack of funding and time to 

dedicate to researching and learning the new technologies as they become available. One 

possible solution to this issue would be to create a series of workshops to teach the technology 

staff how to use the newer technologies. These workshops would be based upon an analysis of 

the most common needs identified by the organizations in order to create the most impact. 

Holding workshops that different organizations attend may provide an opportunity for them to 
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network and learn about what others are doing. The people running the workshops ideally should 

be available “after hours” to answer any further questions community representatives might have 

outside of the workshop timings. The workshops would also need to be focused on sustainability. 

They should teach the organizations how to maintain the technology that is put in place for years 

to come. 
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V. ADVISORY BOARD: PURPOSE & MEMBERS 

PURPOSE 

Once formed, the Community Technology Team was given the unique challenge of working at a 

community level rather than being assigned to one particular organization. Holyoke has over 50 

Community Based Organizations (CBOs), so the first challenge was to create a pro-active and 

organized way to get input from community members. With this in mind, an Advisory Board 

(AB) was assembled which includes some key, active members in the community who are 

willing to contribute their time to address technological needs that go beyond any one particular 

organization.  

MEMBERS 

The Advisory Board currently consists of five members representing a range of CBOs:  

 Betty Medina Lichtenstein - Enlace de Familias  

 David Madeloni - RFK Experiment With Travel School  

 George Kohout - Picknelly Adult & Family Education Center 

 Suzanne Parker - Girls, Inc. 

 Victor Rojas - Holyoke Boys and Girls Club 

Betty Medina Lichtenstein is the Executive Director of Enlace de Familias. Enlace de 

Familias is one of the oldest and most respected CBOs in Holyoke. Its mission “is to promote a 

community where all families are given the opportunity to improve their quality of life” (Enlace 

de Familias). They’re able to accomplish this through various ways of parent education and 

community organizing. Betty has been in Holyoke for over 30 years and has strong connections 

with people in the community. Although we can’t talk to all 40,000 residents of Holyoke, Betty 
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can provide useful information with regards to the technology needs of Holyoke residents. In the 

long run she would like to see Enlance de Familias provide optimal services and information, 

since many families do not have access to technology. She would like to see the 

HolyokeUnites.org website playing a bigger role. 

David Madeloni is the Director of RFK Experiment with Travel School (EWT). The 

EWT School is a “12-month special education day school for young people ages 10 to 21 who 

face a variety of emotional, behavioral and educational challenges. The program provides 

academic, vocational, transitional, recreational, clinical and community-based educational 

services in a therapeutic and communal environment” (RFK Children). David was a Special 

Education teacher in the Holyoke Public School system prior to his tenure at the EWT School. 

He has been the Director of the EWT School since 2004 and wants to have a greater presence in 

the community in behalf of RFK. 

George Kohout is the Family and Adult Education Coordinator at the Picknelly Center. 

The Picknelly Adult and Family Education Center located inside the new Holyoke 

Transportation Center was “established by members of the Juntos Collaborative, Holyoke Public 

Schools, and Holyoke Community College (HCC) to provide Holyoke residents with adult basic 

education and related services in an easily accessible location” (Holyoke Community College). 

George is in charge of coordinating services for HCC in the center, organizing GED and ESL 

classes, as well as providing resources and support for those interested in going to college. He 

has also coordinated free workshops on basic computer skills. George works closely with 

community members and can easily identify areas of need in regard to technology. He has many 

great ideas but emphasized having an organized and up to date list of Holyoke resources, with a 

special focus on HolyokeUnites.org. 
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Suzanne Parker is the Director of Girls Inc. in Holyoke. Girls Inc. Girls Inc. “is a 

nonprofit organization that inspires all girls to be strong, smart, and bold through a network of 

local organizations in the United States and Canada” (Girls Inc). Girls Inc. was one of the 27 

CBOs initially interviewed for the technology survey. Suzanne was very interested in the survey 

results to see how other organizations are doing in terms of technology. Although she couldn’t 

make it to the first AB meeting, she has stayed connected through e-mail. The Team looks 

forward to meeting Suzanne and hearing her ideas. 

Victor Rojas is the IT Director of the Boys & Girls Club of Greater Holyoke Inc. The 

Boys & Girls Club mission is “to enable all young people, especially those who need us most, to 

reach their full potential as productive, caring and responsible citizens” (Boys & Girls Club of 

Greater Holyoke). Victor Rojas is extremely passionate about working with youth. He believes 

in empowering by teaching. Victor is very technology savvy; everything he knows has been self-

taught. He currently also manages the HolyokeC3 website which was created by another IT 

Capstone Course a few semesters ago. The Team is lucky to have someone like Victor who 

understands technology and the roles it plays in a community. 

The Advisory Board met for the first time on December 7
th

, 2011. Many ideas were 

brought up and discussed. The Team was able to further understand the technology needs of the 

community and create different action plans discussed below, and will be meeting again with the 

AB upon its return from January break. 
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VI. PROJECT PROPOSAL 

COVER LETTER ADDRESSED TO ADVISORY BOARD 

*The cover letter to the Advisory Board, sent during December 2011, is followed by the formal 

project proposal, also sent during December 2011. It includes two sections: Needs Assessment, 

Objectives & Goals; and Project Options. 

 

Dear Advisory Board Members, 

You have all been asked to be a part of our Advisory Board because each of you has 

something different to offer.  While you all come from organizations with different backgrounds, 

you all have one goal in common: to make Holyoke a better place to live and help the people of 

Holyoke in a sustainable way.  We, the Community Technology Team, share these same goals. 

 By synergizing our technology skills and access to University resources with your expertise on 

the city of Holyoke and its people, we hope to design and execute a project that will have a 

lasting effect on the city of Holyoke. 

Over the past few weeks, as a team, we have been reviewing survey results, discussing 

project ideas, and considering how best to execute them.  Together, with your input from our 

December 7
th

 meeting, we have refined three different project ideas.  Our first project proposal is 

to initiate a centralization of web resource.  This would aim to help the people of Holyoke better 

utilize the web resources it already has.  This project could take the form of working along with 

the new mayor and changing Holyoke’s status as a “City of Service,” or it could become a 

project that involves a restructuring of the Holyoke Unites, Holyoke C3, and possibly the City of 

Holyoke websites.  The second project encompasses building a tutorial package on website 

building, so that CBOs can learn how to build and maintain their sites. Many community leaders 
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don’t have the time to find the right resources to help them learn. The end goal would be to 

provide support for organizations to increase their web presence and ownership. Our third project 

idea is to host a series of technology workshops.  These workshops would be aimed to expand 

the knowledge and computer literacy of its attendees.  The topics of these workshops are still yet 

to be cemented, but ideas include a workshop on Microsoft Office tools, problem solving with 

the internet, and a workshop on decoding technology jargon.  

We hope to, with your help, narrow down and refine these ideas even further.  You will 

find we have attached a full project abstract for each project possibility.  We ask that you read 

through them and give us your feedback.  Please feel free to edit and change anything you see 

here.  We look forward to hearing your feedback and working with you over the upcoming 

months. Thank you for your time.   

 

Sincerely,  

 

The Community Technology Team 

Jenna Warren 

David Marcus 

Sid Radhakrishna 

Daniela Sanchez 
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT, OBJECTIVES & GOALS 

Community Needs Assessment. The Community Technology Team’s first meeting with the AB 

aimed to discuss themes from the Community Technology Surveys and to brainstorm possible 

project ideas for the Spring semester. After introductions, the Team took time to familiarize itself 

with the survey results (See attached Artifact B for a sample Tech Survey answers). 

From the survey, the Team noticed that many organizations use free and small-fee 

services to carry out administrative tasks and do outreach to the community. The high variation 

in mission, objectives, funding, and technical expertise can account for differences in 

technological capability. Many organizations are stretched to their limits in order to provide their 

core services. While they realize that the use of technology can provide a huge boost, the reality 

is that it’s difficult to find the time and resources to learn about new tech tools. CBO staff often 

must spend hours of personal time to further their skills. While many CBOs currently have 

websites, often built by third parties, they don’t necessarily have the ability to maintain their sites 

so the most current information gets to their constituencies. 

Much of the early conversation at the December 7th meeting focused on the decentralized 

nature and limited connectivity of the CBO websites. Despite websites that represent central 

portals, such as HolyokeC3.org and HolyokeUnites.com, there is room for improvement in terms 

of providing citizens a singular portal where they can find anything they need. Not everyone who 

lives in Holyoke, especially the Flats area, has consistent access to internet. With this in mind, 

it’s especially imperative to provide a simple, accessible website. Sometimes links are outdated 

or are dead ends; information about organizations on these sites can be outdated, especially if 

they cannot support dedicated IT staff to maintain a strong internet presence. 
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The fractured nature of the sites contributes, at times, to a competitive operational 

environment; CBOs compete for attention and funding. The AB acknowledged during the 

December 7th meeting that ideally, the organizations should collaborate and help each other out. 

For example, groups with overlapping services would do best to synergize. The digital medium 

should provide opportunities for flexible, speedy outreach. 

Task Force Objective. The Community Technology Team will be working to improve the 

technological capabilities of a wide range of Community Based Organizations. 

Key Goals. The AB clearly articulated that they would like to move toward establishing a more 

collaborative atmosphere among the collective community organizations. Previous IT Capstone 

classes and other service teams have done a great job of creating websites for the CBOs, but now 

the collective web presence has reached a tipping point at which consolidation should be 

considered. Enhancing collaboration would allow CBOs to better complement their service 

offerings, so that in the end, the citizens of the city reap the benefits. Another advantage of 

collaboration is increased fundraising capacity: instead of organizations competing with each 

other for a few thousand dollars, they can join forces to solicit much higher levels of funding-- 

from government, non-profits, business, and generous individuals. For example, local businesses 

really want to provide support, but they don’t know where their resources should flow to. 

The AB also expressed a desire to build the technology capacity of the community in a 

sustainable manner. “Capacity” encompasses both a knowledge/skill and hardware perspective. 

There are many web tools and site builders that are out there already, with new ones are 

emerging every day. It is dizzying to try to stay on the cutting edge, especially for those who are 

not familiar with the operating basics of a computer. It can become a burdensome task to simply 

type up a document and save it. From a hardware perspective, it is difficult to acquire low cost 
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hardware while still maximizing its long-term value. Navigating the jargon is a tall task, and to 

unearth the most useful hardware is even taller. 

This is a key transformative period for the City of Holyoke, headlined by the arrival of 

the Green High-Performance Computing Center and the election of 22-year-old Alex Morse. The 

city’s CBOs have already made great strides in improving their IT capacity with the often 

strained resources they have. Addressing IT at a community level is a must if the city’s CBOs are 

to integrate themselves into a tighter-knit service corps, which hopefully would reinforce 

feelings of community and togetherness among residents. 

Sustainability (in General). Regardless of what shape the final project takes, the Community 

Technology Team should leave a foundation that CBOs and future Capstone classes can build 

on. Implementing a project that has many stakeholders makes it more of a challenge to pass on 

our work after the semester ends. Accordingly, the project should be in line with the AB’s vision 

defined above. The Team aims to nurture a culture of collaboration and long-term planning to 

help bridge the handoff. Doing so shall increase the chances that a multi-faceted project such as 

this will survive any CBO contact turnover and changes in economic realities for CBOs and the 

Capstone class. 

PROJECT OPTIONS 

In response to the issues seen in the IT Tech Survey results, as well as the very helpful 

discussion with the Advisory Board, the Team has developed three brief proposal abstracts. 

These abstracts will present the idea, describe its implementation, and discuss any variables or 

potential problems. Each will also talk about potential opportunities to make the project 

sustainable. 
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Web Resource Centralization. This project would address the issue of Holyoke’s web resources 

being scattered and seldom utilized by the community. The direction of the project depends on 

Mayor-Elect Morse’s decision regarding Holyoke’s status as a City of Service. 

If Holyoke joins the Cities of Service program, the understanding is that the Mayor’s 

Office will effectively take ownership of the task of coordinating the city’s volunteer and 

community service resources. This paradigm shift would likely include several changes to the 

city’s web resources. While any statement of what these changes would be is mere conjecture at 

this point, they potentially include a central web database tracking CBOs and information about 

them, new public-service sites providing information and resources to community members, and 

other changes in the city’s informational structure. 

In this scenario, the Team could service as a technology resource to Mayor-Elect Morse 

and his staff, addressing tasks at their request. Ms. Lichtenstein has already expressed a good 

deal of interest in this, and has offered to set up a meeting between the two parties. 

If the Mayor’s office is not going to be conducting a revamp of Holyoke’s web resources, 

then the team would develop a specific plan with the help of the Advisory Board. This would 

involve improving HolyokeUnites.org, improving the Holyoke C3 website, or otherwise working 

to consolidate community information. Mr. Rojas seemed to have ideas to this end, and would be 

used as a source of direction and guidance in such a project. 

In either case, this type of project would involve a component of outreach – informing the 

community about the new resources and encouraging their use. This could consist of any of the 

following: 

 Improving web presence via social networking 

 Street-team style flyering 
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 Other outreach actions as suggested by the Advisory Board. 

Variables: 

 Obviously, there is the question of whether or not Mayor-Elect Morse moves ahead with 

Cities of Service. 

o If the team ends up at the service of Morse and staff, the exact nature of what it 

would be doing for them is not something that can determined at this time. 

 If working independently, one set of variables to consider would be who is currently in 

charge of existing web resources (e.g. HolyokeUnites.org)—this being necessary to 

determine which point-person to work with to change or reorganize the resource. 

 In either scenario, the team will need to determine exactly what types of tasks will be 

undertaken, and take stock of the specific skills the team possesses. If there is a high-

value task to complete for which the team doesn’t currently possess the necessary skill, 

the team will have to assess whether it is learnable within the available timeframe. 

Sustainability:  

The goal with this centralization project is to create something that will not just make a 

temporary difference in the lives of the people of Holyoke, but to create something that will last 

for years to come.  If the team works under Mayor Morse, it would ideally be able to allow the 

city of Holyoke to carry on the work.  And if the team does not work with him, then the updates 

made to the Holyoke C3, Holyoke Unites, and the city of Holyoke websites will create a lasting 

difference in the organization of the CBOs of Holyoke and how the residents of Holyoke seek 

out these CBO’s. 

Improving Web Ownership. This project would address the issue of organizations having to fend 

for themselves when it comes to the creation and maintenance of websites. Even if a central 
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portal for community information exists, this portal’s effectiveness depends partially on the 

quality of the CBOs’ websites. 

The main goal would be to enable and encourage complete web ownership by an 

organization. The survey results indicate that many organization leaders either have trouble 

accessing or working with their organization’s website. While this is sometimes out of the 

person’s hands (one example being Department of Education red tape), the cause is often a lack 

of knowledge. The Community Technology team would aim to develop a complete tutorial 

package that includes video walkthroughs for all steps of website creation and links to resources, 

with all aspects of the package localized to Holyoke. These tutorials would include information 

on: 

 Including an organization in community web resources like HolyokeUnites.org 

 Templates and examples to help guide site creation 

Having a single basis for websites would make it much easier for support parties like Victor 

Rojas or future capstone students to provide assistance. In addition, this is a product that can 

support organizations beyond just this semester. 

Variables: 

 There may be existing packages of this type. 

o If so, are any adaptable to Holyoke’s needs? 

 What sorts of costs are involved? 

o If sufficient resources of this type already exist, this project might not be the most 

effective use of the team’s energy and time. Instead, promoting awareness about 

an existing tool might become part of another project, (for example the outreach 

portion of the resource centralization project.) 
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 Victor Rojas will be able to advise on how in depth the tutorials need to be. 

o Another, smaller-scale survey would be another good source of guidance for this 

concern. 

Sustainability: 

By teaching the organizations how to create and maintain their own websites, the 

organizations would no longer have the problems of their websites getting out of date and they 

would know how to update them themselves.  This would create a lasting difference in the 

organizations and how people use their websites. 

Technology Workshops. This project, originally developed as a ‘placeholder’ while meetings 

with the Advisory Board were scheduled, remains a viable backup. It involves the creation and 

execution of several workshops, with topics determined by the team in response to feedback 

from the Advisory Board. There are several potential ideas for workshops, including: 

 The above website tutorial package, downsized and turned into a workshop 

o This would consist of an overview of website creation and maintenance. 

 Microsoft Office – Above and Beyond 

o This would consist of an introduction to advanced features of Office, such as the 

Track Changes feature in Word, and basic table creation/data wrangling in Excel. 

o Could be made more about basic features, at the direction of the Advisory Board. 

 Problem Solving Using the Internet 

o This would consist of teaching attendees how to maximize their use of web 

resources such as Google, Wikipedia, and Google Docs. 

 Decoding Hardware Jargon 
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o Consists of instruction on basic terminology, with an emphasis on demystifying 

things like computer hardware, internet resources, and operating system usage. 

The project would result in three workshops overall. These would be given over the months of 

February and March, at a location to be determined. The Picknelly Center’s computer labs are an 

obvious first choice, pending availability. 

Variables: 

 As mentioned, availability of a venue. 

 Scheduling to maximize effectiveness and potential attendance 

 Size of workshop/number in attendance - dependent on venue and number of team 

members available for the date in question. 

 The content of each workshop should be closely matched to the existing need in the 

community. This would be something to consult the Advisory Board on. 

Sustainability: 

With these workshops, the team aims to teach skills that will help the attendees of the 

workshops gain marketable skills that would help them for years to come.  The team would also 

aim to teach someone how to continue hosting workshops in order to continuously hold 

workshops and continue to help the residents of the city. 
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VII. PROJECT DOCUMENTATION  

Below is a detailed account of the project’s evolution during the 2011-2012 academic 

year, including: the project’s progression from the early stages of its development; selecting the 

workshop option out of three potential projects; the project’s execution; and a look forward 

beyond this year with regards to projected impact, sustainability concerns, and recommendations 

for future teams. 

FALL 2011: EARLY PROJECT DEVELOPMENT STAGES 

Community Technology Survey.  The Team’s original given assignment was to focus on needs 

determined by the Community Technology Survey’s results, which would point to the areas that 

the team should ultimately address. The Community Technology Survey (questions listed in 

attached Artifact A) had the stated goal to “see what technology is accessible and used to achieve 

the goals of a given group or organization and what is needed.” The survey was created prior to 

the formation of the team by the class’s Professor, Carol Soules.. It was aimed at 32 Community-

Based Organizations (CBOs) located in Holyoke, MA.  The AmeriCorps VISTA volunteer 

assigned to our class, Sarah Wentworth, assisted with the implementation of the survey. As the 

Community Technology team used the Survey’s results as a basis for its project, Ms. Wentworth 

worked closely with the team throughout the project’s duration. 

The survey was conducted by the 16 students in the Capstone class. The class was split 

up into 8 pairs, with 4 CBOs assigned to a pair. Each pair was responsible for setting up in-

person meetings with each CBO to ask the survey questions. The survey was hosted within a 

Google Form; the pairs of students had a conversation with each CBO staff contact, then 

reported and submitted their results into the survey’s corresponding answer fields. 
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After organizing and analyzing the survey respondents’ results, the class noticed that 

many organizations use free and small-fee services to carry out administrative tasks and do 

outreach to the community. While the organizations surveyed differed widely, most, if not all, 

were stretched to their limits in order to provide their core services.  

Formation of Advisory Board. The Community Technology Team was given the unique 

challenge of working at a community level rather than being assigned to one particular 

organization. Holyoke has over 50 Community Based Organizations (CBOs), so the first step 

was to create a forum to get further input from community members. Professor Soules directed 

the group to meet with several people for the Community Needs Assessment and for project 

planning purposes. First, the team met with Sarah Wentworth, who helped coordinate meetings 

with key community leaders for their input and support, including:  

● Maria Luisa (head of Peck Parents group about family/parent tech needs) and Yaldira 

Felix Brown (head of Peck Case Managers) to find out about family and parent 

technology needs and how to meet those 

● George Kohout (Picknelly Adult and Family Education Center Program Coordinator and 

Building Administrator) to ask about adult technology needs in the community and 

opportunities to conduct workshops at the new Computing Center 

● Betty Medina Lichtenstein (Executive Director of Enlace de Familias) to find out about 

the needs of people living in the Flats 

With varying success, the group reached out to these people and others to create an Advisory 

Board (AB). It was to include several key, active members in the community who were willing 

to contribute their time to address technological needs that go beyond any one particular 
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organization.  In the interim, while setting up the initial AB meeting, the group inspected the 

survey results noting common themes that were worth bringing up. 

Sudhir Radhakrishna, David Marcus, and Sarah Wentworth met with the AB for the first 

time on Wednesday, December 7, 2011 to discuss themes from the Community Technology 

Surveys and to brainstorm possible projects for the Spring semester. The AB consisted of the 

following people: 

● Betty Medina Lichtenstein - Enlace de Familias, Executive Director 

● David Madeloni - RFK Experiment With Travel School, Director 

● George Kohout - Picknelly Adult & Family Education Center 

● Victor Rojas - Holyoke Boys & Girls Club of Greater Holyoke, IT Director 

● Suzanne Parker - Girls, Inc., Director (was not able to attend) 

Original Three Project Ideas.   A core thought early on was that the project should ultimately be 

one that provided benefits to multiple organizations. The team came up with the following three 

ideas after reviewing the technology survey and talking to the Advisory Board: 

a) Centralizing Web Resources: This project would address Holyoke’s scattered and 

seldom-used web resources. CBOs and past Capstone classes have created many useful 

sites, but they are not linked in a way that would promote synergy amongst the various 

stakeholders in the city. There exists no “one stop shop” for residents and businesses to 

access resources of the Holyoke: CBOs, events, community organization, and so on. At 

the time when this project was on the table, Holyoke and Mayor-Elect Alex Morse were 

deciding whether to join the Cities of Service program, a nationwide network of cities 

engaging citizens to address critical city needs through impact volunteering. Working 
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with the Mayor-Elect to centralize web resources as part of the Cities of Service program 

was considered as part of the project. 

b) Improving Web Ownership: The goal of this project was to create a tutorial package 

that would help organizations who are often left to fend for themselves when it comes to 

the creation and maintenance of their websites. The idea here was to create a one-stop 

solution for any organization in need of a new site, whether starting from scratch or 

revamping an existing site. The envisioned package would have included the following: 

detailed guidance on acquiring a domain, setting up a Joomla! or WordPress based site, 

designing and editing the appearance of the site, and content management.  

c) Technology Workshops: Workshops aimed at CBO staff would help teach attendees 

marketable skills that would help their organizations. The topics would be dictated by the 

results of the Community Technology Survey and input from the Advisory Board. At the 

end of the Fall semester, possible topics included: Website Creation/Maintenance; 

Microsoft Office - Above and Beyond; Problem Solving Using the Internet; and 

Decoding Hardware Jargon. In addition to facilitating workshops, the Team planned to 

create teaching guides so that people in the future could use the guides to teach the 

content beyond this year. 

WORKSHOPS: THE FINAL PROJECT CHOICE 

Why Workshops Were Chosen.  At the beginning of the Spring 2012 semester, the Team met 

with Professor Soules to discuss how to move forward for the semester –specifically, which of 

the three projects to execute. They eliminated the Centralization of Web Resources project 

because of the uncertainties that surrounded it. Alex Morse had just become the Mayor of 

Holyoke, and was inundated with other priorities. The Team decided that working with him 
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under the Cities of Service umbrella would not have been practical to do within the semester 

time frame. However, it should be a project that is considered by a community technology team 

in the future, as the fragmentation of web resources limits the potential vibrancy of Holyoke’s 

digital community. 

The Team also eliminated the tutorial package on building websites. There didn’t seem to 

be as high a need for this tutorial package as there was a need for workshops. Additionally, 

feedback from Professor Soules suggested that taking on this project wouldn’t add as much 

original value to the community as workshops could. Compared to other groups in the Capstone 

class, which had a single community contact and a more structured project environment, 

workshops gave the Team a good balance of flexibility and control over the project. 

Creating Content of Workshops.  The Team created the workshop content during class time and 

during weekly weekend meetings. The complexity of content was based on a target audience 

with low to moderate knowledge about technology (i.e. the person was assumed to know how to 

use a mouse, keyboard, could turn on a computer, navigate the internet, etc. ) The audience was 

narrowed down further by focusing on workshops that would specifically help Holyoke CBO 

staff. Therefore content was geared towards productivity rather than personal use. 

The Advisory Board guided the team in choosing workshop topics. The AB encouraged 

the team to create workshops that could not easily be found elsewhere. The Picknelly Center 

offered technology workshops daily, and the group did not want to simply repeat a workshop that 

was already offered.   The AB members helped to narrow down the list of possible workshop 

topics. The group decided to host four workshops, three of which would be taught by group 

members, and one of which would be taught by Victor Rojas of the Boys & Girls Club of 

Greater Holyoke. The workshop topics were as follows: (1) Google tools, (2) other free internet 
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tools, (3) demystifying computer jargon and a step-by-step process of buying a computer, and (4) 

website management using Joomla!, which Victor Rojas agreed to lead. 

Workshop Promotion.   The Community Technology Team promoted the workshops in a variety 

of ways. Jenna Warren and Daniela Sanchez created a flyer advertising the workshops (see 

attached Artifact G), which was in both English and Spanish. Group members traveled to 

Holyoke to distribute these flyers in person to approximately ten CBOs. The Team also 

leveraged Facebook by posting on various pages and profiles. Workshops were promoted as free 

to all attendees. 

The Team set up an email account, umasscommunitytech@gmail.com (password: 

capstone11), with the primary function of handling all workshop related communications on 

behalf of all team members. Jenna Warren handled RSVPs from CBO staff and provided 

reminders and updates to committed attendees. At the conclusion of the workshops, the Team 

sent through this email account digital versions of the handouts passed out during the workshops 

to the attendees. 

Acquiring the Venue.  The Picknelly Center seemed to be a natural fit to host the workshops. The 

Picknelly Center is centrally located in Holyoke, and is close to where many CBO staff work. 

Many workshops are already held there as part of Picknelly’s programming. The lab used for the 

workshops has about 20 computers, several whiteboards, a teaching computer, and a projector 

hooked up to that teaching computer. There also was enough space to provide food to attendees, 

without the food being too close to the computers. The team finalized Picknelly as the location 

for all workshops during the first Spring Semester meeting with the AB.  George Kohout, 

Picknelly’s Program Coordinator and Building Administrator, wholeheartedly agreed to let us 
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use the building to host workshops. Shane Coleman, an AmeriCorps VISTA who worked with 

the Picknelly Center, assisted the Team in reserving a computer lab for the workshops. 

Workshop 1 - The Google Tool Belt: Best Kept Internet Secrets, Part I (Wednesday March 7, 

2012, 6pm-7:30pm). The first workshop consisted of an introduction to advanced search 

techniques in Google, basic GMail, Google Calendar, and Google Docs. The goal was to 

increase attendees’ knowledge about the free integrated services provided by Google. 

  The Search portion of the workshop was facilitated by David Marcus. To prepare the 

content, he familiarized himself with the advanced search techniques available at Google’s 

support site, and picked which techniques he would teach in the workshop. During the workshop, 

he guided participants through each technique, explaining its nuances and describing situations 

in which one might use it. 

  Daniela Sanchez facilitated the Gmail portion of the workshop. To prepare for the 

workshop, Daniela used the Gmail account that the team had already set up for itself. She 

organized the inbox into folders, familiarized herself with basic settings, and created a Google 

group to use as an example. During the workshop Daniela walked participants through Gmail’s 

available features, from creating an account all the way to using Google Groups. 

  Jenna Warren led the Google Calendar portion. In preparation for this workshop, Jenna 

created multiple calendars and added events under the team’s Gmail account. She taught 

participants how to access and create personal calendars, how to add events (one time or 

recurring), how to share a calendar, how to add holidays, and how to access other people’s 

calendars. 

  Sudhir Radhakrishna was responsible for the Google Documents portion. He also used 

the team’s Gmail account. To prepare for the workshop Sudhir organized the documents the 
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team had shared throughout the semester and familiarized himself with basic Google Docs 

functions. During this part of the workshop participants learned the functions of Google Docs, 

how to create documents, share them, download them, and where to go for further assistance. 

The Team’s scope of coverage was ambitious; therefore the Google Docs section was condensed 

in order to end the workshop on time. 

Each part of this workshop had its respective handout with step-by-step instructions and 

screenshots.  

See attached Artifact H.  

 Workshop 2 - Free Internet Tools: Best Kept Internet Secrets, Part II (Wednesday March 14, 

2012, 6pm – 7:30pm).  The second workshop was designed to showcase free online tools that 

would be useful to CBO staff. Since there is such a wide array of free online tools, the Team 

picked three to expand on: Wordpress, MailChimp, and Evernote. The uses of other online tools 

such as Open Office, Doodle, Tiny URL, Delicious and E-vite were briefly covered. The goal of 

the workshop was to help CBO staff save time and effort with everyday tasks. For example, 

Doodle makes it easy to set up a meeting in one place using one interface, rather than e-mailing 

multiple people back and forth. 

  The workshop was facilitated by Sudhir Radhakrishna, Jenna Warren and David Marcus. 

Each facilitator taught participants the basics of Wordpress, MailChimp and Evernote 

respectively. Wordpress is a free open-source blogging tool and content management system. 

MailChimp is used to design email newsletters, share them on social networks, integrate with 

services the user already uses, and track results. Evernote is a suite of software and services 

designed for note taking and archiving. 
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  Sarah Wentworth talked about the other online tools. She created a worksheet on how to 

access these tools and what they are used for. For preparation, Sarah visited these websites and 

made sure she understood how they worked. 

  To prepare for each workshop, the facilitators created accounts in each program. They 

learned the technologies or reviewed basic concepts and created worksheets with easy to follow 

screen-shots and directions. 

  See attached Artifact I. 

 Workshop 3 - Decoding Jargon: The Secrets to Buying Hardware and Software (Wednesday 

March 28, 2012, 5pm – 7pm).  The third workshop attempted to explain some of the complicated 

techno-speak attendees might hear when dealing with computers. Finding resources to buy 

computers is difficult, and it is further complicated when the system doesn’t match the user’s 

needs. The goal was to make attendees more comfortable with and conversant about technology. 

Participants learned about software, hardware, customer service options, and even the differences 

between buying online vs. in person. 

  The workshop was facilitated by Sudhir Radhakrishna and Jenna Warren. To prepare for 

the workshop, Jenna drew on previous computer science knowledge to introduce basic terms and 

created a presentation. Sudhir used his personal knowledge as well as available online resources 

to create a step-by-step computer buying guide. At the end of this workshop there was an activity 

to check for understanding. Participants had to use a worksheet to go out and find the best 

computer with a given budget. 

  See attached Artifact J. 

Workshop 4 - Joomla: Introduction to Website Management and Design (Saturday March 31, 

2012, 3pm – 5pm).  The fourth workshop introduced and explained Joomla! to attendees. The 
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workshop was facilitated by Victor Rojas, who agreed to lend his expertise on the subject. Victor 

is the IT director at Holyoke Boys and Girls Club, and an active member of the Holyoke 

community, particularly when it comes to technology. 

  Victor Rojas did not provide any handouts so the team provided Joomla! online resources 

(See attached Artifact K) as well as Victor’s contact information for any follow up questions. 

 Thanks to grant funding from Cisco Systems, Inc., the Team was able to purchase a 

Kindle Fire and raffle it off to this workshop’s attendees. The winner of the Kindle was very 

happy with his prize. The rest of this workshop’s attendees were given 4GB USB Flash Drives, 

which were also supported by Cisco. 

ISSUES AND COMPLICATIONS 

On the whole, the Community Technology Team’s workshops ran smoothly. There were 

aspects of the project both in and out of the team’s control that, if they had gone better, could 

have heightened the project’s impact.  

In the Community Technology Team’s Control.  The Team could have had more active 

communication with its Advisory Board during winter break, as the project choice was still in 

flux. While the Team realized it was important that it hit the ground running in the Spring 

semester, it lost momentum during January Break. If the Team had known for sure which project 

of the three it would be pursuing by late January, in particular considering the AB’s feedback on 

the Project Proposal, the Team could have began planning earlier (and better). Even if the 

correspondence still ended up narrowing down the project to workshops, the extra time would 

have helped. While the Break was an obstacle, it was something the team could have worked 

around better. Often it’s tougher to coordinate remotely, and this proved true.  
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The Team could have done a better job promoting the workshops. On several occasions, 

workshop attendees said that attendance could have been improved by better utilizing 

promotional channels. They said there were people who could or would have come if the 

message reached them. The Team did in-person outreach a few days before the first workshop, 

but perhaps that was not enough; perhaps a more robust promotional strategy, including weekly 

outreach and aggressive online promotion would have maximized the impact. If outreach is 

started two to three weeks before the workshop, a higher turnout could have been possible. 

In addition to increasing the workshop promotion in general, the Team should have 

initiated the process of acquiring the Kindle Fire earlier, so that the grand prize could have been 

part of the promotion. The Team knew a grand prize would incentivize more people to come. 

However, the grand prize was not mentioned on flyers or during in-person promotion, as the 

Team didn’t want to advertise for a prize that they didn’t know whether they could get. The 

purchase process for the prizes should be well under way at least a month before the final 

workshop to avoid any delays and missed advertisement opportunities. 

Future community technology teams could set up a one-time purchase order for food for 

all the workshops instead of ordering food every week. As a result of purchasing food each 

week, the team probably spent more money on food than was necessary. 

Out of the Community Technology Team’s Control.  Originally, the first workshop was to be the 

Joomla! workshop facilitated by Holyoke Boys & Girls Club’s Victor Rojas on Wednesday, 

February 29, 2012 from 5pm-7pm. The Team thought they had him confirmed to facilitate, until 

they double-checked at the beginning of the week and discovered he had an obligation he could 

not miss, which occurred during the planned workshop time. Although it snowed that day, which 

may have negatively impacted the workshop turnout anyway, the cancellation may have hurt the 
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team’s credibility to have had to postpone the workshop. The Joomla! workshop, which was 

eventually conducted on the afternoon of Saturday, March 31, 2012 , was successful; ultimately, 

Victor’s scheduling conflict did not hurt as much as it could have. But it serves as a lesson to 

always confirm with community partners, even if the process seems redundant. 

Another issue the Team had to face was that one of their members, David Marcus, dealt 

with significant health problems over the course of the Spring semester. This created a situation 

where he was unable to assist with the group work at times. Working with one member 

occasionally missing was a significant challenge, but with good communication between David 

and the group, they were able to delegate tasks when he was able to complete them. He did 

attend all four workshops and was able to contribute a reasonable amount given his 

circumstances. The AmeriCorps VISTA, Sarah Wentworth, helped the team to the extent that its 

performance was not drastically affected by David’s absence. Problems like this sometimes 

happen, and can be unavoidable, but the key to overcoming them is persistent communication, 

both between group members and with the professor. 

BEYOND 2011-2012 

Estimated Project Impact.  To estimate the impact of the project, the team found out how many 

people are in the various CBOs that were represented by the attendees of the workshop. Based on 

this measurement, as many as 175 people could potentially be affected by the knowledge the 

workshop attendees obtained. While it is unlikely that every member of each organization will be 

impacted (particularly at HALO, with 109 people working there) this scope of potential effect 

indicates that the workshops were reasonably successful. The hope is that workshop attendees 

take the skills they picked up during the technology workshops and apply them in their roles, 

realizing that simple applications of content can improve their work significantly. In the future, 
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using the recommendations in this project documentation, other community technology teams 

from this class could have an even larger impact.   

Sarah Wentworth called the phone numbers listed below to research this information. 

Organization Phone Number Number of Employee/Volunteer/Students 

CareerPoint (413) 532-4900 15* 

Holyoke Public Library (413) 322-5640 16 

Springfield District Court (413) 748-8600 36 

Lutheran Social Services (413) 787-0725 Unknown 

HALO (413) 552-2916 109 

 

*At CareerPoint, workshops are organized that seek to give people technological skills that will 

enhance their marketability as a job-seeking person. The employees call all of the people who 

sign up for workshops ahead of time and they can have anywhere from 2-15 workshop attendees 

at a given workshop. 

Sustainability.   The team feels that the best way for this project to continue making an impact in 

Holyoke would be for there to be a Community Technology team every year.  Future community 

technology teams could use the e-mail accounts that have already been set up as well as have full 

access to all of this year’s documents and contact lists.  They could conduct a needs assessment 

survey and design workshops that best fit the needs of the community at that given time.  Future 

teams could also further promote their workshops by expanding into social networks.  Facebook 

should be more heavily utilized so future teams can advertise workshops (or other projects) to 

the community, whether its creation of its own Facebook page to promote, or leveraging existing 

pages like the UMass Civic Engagement & Service-Learning page and CBO specific pages. This 

team has created a timeline that would aid future teams with logistics and planning, as well as 
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documentation on the lessons learned about teaching and logistics over the course of the project.  

A future Community Technology team in future classes could focus on developing a reputation 

within the Holyoke community, so that future community-wide endeavors would be more 

successful with each passing year. 

Advice for Future Community Technology Teams.  The best piece of advice this year’s team can 

give a future team is to expect the unexpected and always plan ahead of time. Since this project 

is meant to reach a wide spectrum of Community Based Organizations, future teams may want to 

meet with the Mayor of Holyoke to get his/her vision in terms of technology. Teams can reach 

out to more CBOs to be part of the Advisory Board so more voices can have input, keeping in 

mind that most people won’t have time to attend every meeting. Also although school isn’t in 

session during January Break, teams could stay in touch with their Advisory Boards via e-mail so 

that teams can position themselves to succeed when the spring semester starts. 

         In terms of planning the workshops, future teams should make sure that logistics are 

worked out at least a week before each workshop. Logistics include but are not limited to: food, 

registration, space, time, and handouts. Outreach is a big part when providing a service such as 

workshops. If people don’t know about it, they won’t show up. Outreach via e-mail, Facebook 

and in person could be started two weeks prior to the first workshop. It should be continued until 

the last workshop to keep the momentum going. This team has started a mailing list of the people 

who attended the workshops. This mailing list can be used to outreach and it should be updated 

every year. In the long run this will create an organized group of community members interested 

in learning and sharing their IT knowledge. 

 If better options exist than workshops, there are several pieces of general advice this team 

has. Future teams should look to improve the community’s existing IT infrastructure, rather than 
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creating something new from scratch. Perhaps working with City Hall under the Cities of Service 

umbrella is a realistic possibility moving forward. The AB contacts we established should be re-

leveraged, if possible. Even involving AB members in project implementation could be 

beneficial, as they would feel more connected to the results and may even gain serendipitous 

connections with other community leaders. If the community technology team becomes a 

recurring group, it might be able to develop a good reputation with Holyoke after several 

consecutive years of successful projects. 

         Lastly, future teams must continually stay organized and delegate work amongst team 

members. Group projects can be a burden; the key is to get to know each other and learn each 

other’s strengths as early as possible in the Fall semester. The team can execute efficiently if 

everyone understands its individual and collective strengths. It is also important to have clear 

communication with everyone on the team. If things come up that prevent fulfillment of duties, it 

is a must to let someone else in the group know. Each participant will get out of this project what 

they put in. Work hard, have fun, and learn. 
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VI. FORMAL STATEMENT OF LEARNING 

It has been fulfilling to work collaboratively to improve lives of the people around me in 

a tangible, value-added manner, something that falls in line with my long-term, principled 

approach. This class is one of the first significant opportunities I’ve had where I could actually 

put my defined principles into action—principles I mused over and defined nearly two years ago. 

The work this year has taught me the importance of taking time to engage with a community. It’s 

not only just about working hard and enjoying the fruits of my labor. It’s about meeting other 

positive people, building meaningful relationships, and contributing something of value to a 

greater cause. It’s about making your results last and your impact sustainable. 

AFFECT ON MY WORLDVIEW 

Over the year I have gained a better understanding of what “community service” and 

“community” should mean. My participation in significant service-related experiences was 

limited during my first three years of school. Community 

service opportunities were work of much smaller scale and 

depth that I couldn’t put my heart into. I felt a strong need 

to do something major before graduating, a desire clarified 

by reading Keith Morton’s “The Irony of Service,” back in 

September 2011. He describes “Three Paradigms of 

Service”: charity, project, and social change. Neatly 

represented in the graphic below (21), the combination of Concern and Investment dictates 

which paradigm an effort of service is categorized into. As a college student not originally from 

the Pioneer Valley, I wasn’t getting much gratification from the Charity paradigm, just because I 

don’t identify with being from here. The Pioneer Valley is not my community per se. On the 
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other hand, what the Community Technology Team has done is on the involved end of the 

Project paradigm, and for me, translates to greater satisfaction. Though not a local, I’ve helped to 

address real problems by understanding the situations of real people. I’ve made what I’ve learned 

at school useful, and applied my skills for good in a lasting manner.  

While driving back to campus from conducting the Tech Surveys back in the Fall 2011 

semester, I realized that the CBO contacts I met have a quite palpable understanding of the 

importance of “community.” In the Eastern Massachusetts suburbs where I hail from, many 

things are privatized or closed-off. From my experience, I’ve found it rare to see a Boston suburb 

that has meaningfully interactive community of large scale, i.e. neighbors have general concern 

for each other’s welfare to the extent that they invest significant time in supporting various local 

causes and build and promote their common cultural and historical heritage. By seeing a 

functioning community—Holyoke—that pushes forward despite economic difficulties, I’ve 

reconsidered how I want to allocate my time beyond college. I want to invest more in bringing 

people together who have common goals and values. People have an inherent social need to feel 

part of something bigger than themselves. I’ve seen and felt this first hand in Holyoke. 

I originally viewed this Capstone course as a service-oriented experience, but to my 

pleasant surprise as a business major, this project was very consulting-oriented. We were 

assessing an organization’s (in my team’s case, a community) problem and tried to create and 

implement a solution. I observed many management and consulting applications within social 

entrepreneurship, detailed in the course reading How to Change the World, during my work in 

the community this year.  In the book, there were so many examples of unlikely idea champions 

with boundless enthusiasm achieving outstanding results for their community, despite limited 

resources. This inspired me to think of myself not as a business person moving forward, but as a 
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change maker. If they can do it, I can do it too. As a result, I am more interested in getting 

involved in a personally significant community and adding social value.  Martin Luther King 

sums my sentiment up best in his essay “On Being a Good Neighbor,” when he says, “our 

unswerving devotion to monopolistic capitalism makes us more concerned about the economic 

security of the captains of industry than for the laboring men whose sweat and skills keep 

industry functioning” (32). This year has provided me with a unique perspective that I’ve started 

to really reflect on in thinking about how I want to shape my career. 

This class provided me with an opportunity to view first-hand issues of social inequality. 

The “digital divide,” which refers to the ever-increasing gap between those who can and cannot 

benefit from technology (Smith), became a recurring theme throughout the year. While we 

wanted to focus on a community’s assets, it is hard to ignore that having more technological 

access would help Holyoke transition into the knowledge- and information-based twenty-first 

century economy.  The community members made it obvious that they are eager to learn, but in 

many situations, they aren’t working with up-to-date computers and lack the free time to casually 

pick up technology skills.  

I knew I was a fortunate person, but getting reminded of this weekly reinforced what I 

had already come to know. In teaching the workshops and answering attendees’ questions, I 

realized how much technology knowledge I have and how differently I’m positioned from past 

generations and less fortunate peers. Technology has impacted me to the extent that it has 

become part of my inherent, subconscious thinking. Society-wide access to technology, 

especially as it evolves more quickly, is critical to advancement of our collective selves. 

Considering what is capable with our global wealth of capital and knowledge, we cannot tolerate 

access to money putting a barrier in the way of bright people from improving themselves and 
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their communities. On the bright side, philanthropists and social entrepreneurs have recently 

begun taking matters into their own hands. One inspiring cause is the One Laptop per Child 

initiative, which not only aims to “provide each child with a rugged, low-cost, low-power, 

connected laptop” but to also “empower the world’s poorest children through education” (“One 

Laptop per Child”). 

PERSONAL IMPROVEMENT 

This Capstone experience, being centered on project-based community service, made it 

feel more real compared to my other past service endeavors. In this way, I got reciprocal value. I 

gave to the community, and in return, the project gave back to me. Being engaged in the entire 

project process, from planning to implementation, helped me improve myself in a variety of 

ways. I now feel more polished than I did at the beginning of the academic year. 

 During this course, I have had to deal with adversity and ambiguous situations. While 

these are uncomfortable in the moment, they provided significant lessons and gave me chances 

to build up my confidence to deal effectively with similar situations in the future. Our project 

from the start was rife with situations we had to deal with that were often out of our control. 

Professor Soules missed some class time in November to tend to family issues during a critical 

planning phase of our project; David’s medical issues removed him from active participation 

during the execution phase of our workshops. We were also the only group in the class to not 

have a distinct community contact; we had to form our own “Advisory Board,” who did not have 

a clear project request like the community members did. In addition, we had to work around the 

University schedule, especially the semester time frame and school breaks, which often did not 

overlap with the schedules of our Advisory Board. While all this adversity and ambiguity didn’t 

do much to help us deliver a project as grandiose as I envisioned during September 2011, it 
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forced me to deliver tangible results and keep moving regardless of what was happening because 

of the larger goal. It is very difficult to find such experiences elsewhere. The bottom line is to use 

a “whatever it takes” approach, similar to the approach of Geoffrey Canada, documented 

throughout the book of the same title, Whatever It Takes, asking “why not?” instead of “why?” 

This attitude has gotten me through any frustrations I’ve encountered.  

Looking back at my Strengths Finder test results from the Fall semester, one of my fears 

was that I would fall into the trap of over-concentrating on using my five strengths: Learner, 

Achiever, Analytical, Intellection, and Focus ("Strengths Insight Guide (Brief)"). This didn’t 

consciously happen, possibly because the Strengths Finder test told me things I already knew. 

The test was more helpful for my teammates to get a sense of how I worked. It ended up that our 

team had a lot of overlapping strengths. In fact, Focus was my only unique strength. Sharing our 

strengths quickened up the process of getting a sense of one another. In the Spring, we utilized 

our more tangible skills to ensure the workshops went smoothly. 

As my group really started working together closely during the Spring semester, I think 

one new strength I developed was facilitating meetings. Meetings of all types can often get off 

track and be unproductive. I began to understand the different types of meetings (brainstorms, 

crisis management, planning, working, etc.) and the best approach required for each of them. 

Over time, I developed a sense for keeping a task-oriented focus and overviewing deliverables 

and task assignees at the end of very meeting. Other things I learned more about: using positive 

body language, maintaining eye-contact with everybody, building trust with group members, and 

delegating.   
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POINTS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

Our team could have done a better job of delivering a higher quality project with greater 

impact. There is always room for improvement. And I must look to myself first. While it is easy 

to say this in hindsight, I think I could have taken a greater leadership role. One way I could have 

done this early on was facilitating tighter team chemistry, by doing something as simple as 

grabbing lunch or dinner at an eatery in Amherst. High performing teams have something extra 

connecting them, which increases their effectiveness. As we started working together more 

during the Spring semester, the chemistry did start to develop. We became more effective too. If 

it had came to be several months earlier in the Fall, I feel we could have delivered more. 

With regards to our project, the main things we could have done better were anticipating 

challenges and working around them, and promoting the workshops with greater gusto. These 

self-criticisms are detailed in the Project Documentation, so I will only talk about relevant 

implications from the lessons learned.  When it comes down to it, a bigger picture and more 

outward focus was necessary. Answering the following questions are key: What do we want this 

project’s legacy to be? How will outsiders to this project receive it? I engaged in answering these 

questions during the Project Proposal phase in the Fall 2011 semester. However, with regards to 

future projects, these questions need a greater depth of consideration. While my group’s project 

affected real people, the stakes will be higher for projects beyond college, as their scope and 

resources dedicated both increase. 

 So what held me back? Perhaps it can be attributed to our somewhat ambiguous project 

context or my standards being too high. I look to Whatever It Takes for guidance: “[Canada] 

didn’t think it was right to hold himself or his employees to a looser standard of achievement 
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simply because they happened to make the world a better place” (Tough 135). As I look past 

college, I need to take it upon myself to lead by example and empower my teammates to excel. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

This year for the IT Community Service Capstone has been a “zero to sixty” experience 

in Community Service Learning (CSL). The class started by learning the basics of CSL 

pedagogy. Then it accelerated to understanding Holyoke from afar through on-campus research, 

and subsequently from within via Holyoke Bound, Tech Surveys, and meeting with various 

community members regarding the Project. The experience culminated with the planning and 

implementation of a sustainable IT project for community partners. The class started out learning 

about the basics of community service learning pedagogy, and. The January Break, an aspect of 

the University’s semester scheduling that does not mesh with the year-round calendars of CBOs, 

was a speed bump the Community Technology Team and the other groups had to persevere 

through.  This experience has been an exercise in development of the self and the community—

to sit here in May 2012 and reflect on how much has been done… there are not enough words to 

capture this.  

The hope is that this Team’s project has delivered the CBOs of Holyoke a unique end-

product that improves their technology capacity and complements their existing IT framework 

and resources. This IT Community Service Capstone course is just one piece to the puzzle of the 

effort to improve the City of Holyoke. There are amazing things happening there every day. The 

optimism that community leaders wear on their sleeves is inspiring. For a once proud, prosperous 

city to persevere through hard times and rise up again really says something about the 

community’s resolve.  Additionally, the citizens are extraordinarily welcoming to outsiders, such 

as students in this Capstone class, and are ever-patient in working with them. Holyoke should be 

an example to other up and coming communities across the country as a beacon of hope of what 

is possible when people come together for the greater good.  
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